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Greetings Family and Friends,
We decided to keep these newsletters coming to you in the same
simple way we have been doing them in the past, rather than in a
Yahoo Group – maybe in the future though.

The October newsletter will come from India after
our two-week tour and immediately before we start
our 21 Day Oneness Process at the Oneness
University, (www.onenessuniversity.org) on Oct. 2,
where we will be trained to give the Oneness Blessings.
Stay tuned!

In this issue of our newsletter, we will explain about
each of the astrological signs (your Jupiter sign, not
your sun sign) in regards to
1. “Feeling goosebumps”
2. Advantages of Oneness Blessings
3. The first part of the 3 stages of
Enlightenment
4. What to practice in our handwriting to be
inspired
The ‘signs’ we talk about in this newsletter are Jupiter signs
which are different than Sun signs. If you have yet to find out
what your Lucky Jupiter sign is, just visit our site
www.LuckyAstrology.com and input your birth information and
the program will furnish your Jupiter sign.

Feeling Goosebumps

We’ve been chatting at you in recent newsletters
about getting chills, goose bumps, or other ways of
being ‘in-spired’, but talk is only talk.
The link below will give you a real experience of it. As
you watch it, notice how you experience Spirit talking
with you when you view and listen to this short video.
Be sure to turn up your speakers!
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k08yxu57NA>
What did you feel or sense? Did you notice the judges’
reactions? And the audience? That beautiful voice
coming out of a very common, ordinary person brought
people to their feet and “goose pimples” to the judges.
It inspired them!
“In-spire” literally means in-breath or drawing in of
the life force. We believe that these chills are ways
we receive guidance; ways in which Spirit says to us
“Right on! Take notice; you’re on track! This is what
happens when you’re in the flow!”
Remember the old “handshake” with modems? The
sound of one modem searching for and finding the
right harmonic level with the other? And when it does,
there’s this whoosh sound of connectivity?
That’s how it seems to us when we connect to Spirit.
These physical signs are mind/feelings or/and
environment aligning with Spirit. Our awareness is
vibrating at a high enough level that we can feel Spirit
as a body sensation. We can think of it as Spirit saying
“You’re connected!” and telling us to do more of the
same because we are perfectly centered on our
Spiritual path.

Inspiration in the Signs
When we feel a spiritual sensation, if we have Jupiter
in:
Aries: we may get excited about it-when we put more
energy into what we were doing at the time.
Taurus: we may get real contented-when we continue
producing that which we were doing at the time.
Gemini: we may start talking about it-when we think
more of the same thoughts
Cancer: we may feel more nurturing, more caring
towards the subject
Leo: we may want to share what is happening
Virgo: we may want to study it more thoroughly
Libra: we may want to enjoy it again with our partner
Scorpio: we may develop a passion or desire to
intensify the feeling
Sagittarius: we may want to broadcast these types of
feelings; let everyone know what we discovered
Capricorn: we may want to use these feelings with
reverence
Aquarius: we may want to experiment more with these
things
Pisces: we may want to become one with it and let it
absorb us

Have You Had Your Oneness Blessing Yet?
The Oneness Blessing is a wonderful way to receive an
energy transfer, a divine gift, an increase in
awareness. These blessings have no religion attached
to them. They are for anyone and create a deep sense
of love and oneness with everyone and everything. The
effects are accumulative so if you are really
interested in your spiritual path, spiritual ascension
and becoming more conscious and aware, we highly
recommend getting a Oneness Blessing once a week.

The advantages of Oneness Blessings for each Jupiter
sign are:
Aries=More physical energy and excitement
Taurus=Being more secure and stable.
Gemini=Having less thoughts
Cancer=Feeling of self being nurtured by the Cosmic
Leo=Being able to create a heavenly Earth easier
Virgo=Feeling good about our health and the
Perfection of the Cosmic
Libra=Experience feeling so peaceful and loving
Scorpio=Get connected to the source and increase our
healing abilities
Sagittarius=Experience more joy and abundance
Capricorn=Increase our focus and ease of achievement
Aquarius=Watch our intuition and hunches increase in
accuracy and feel more awake.
Pisces=Feel inspired and in tune with the Cosmic’s Love
How are the blessings administered? Oneness
Blessing’s energy transfer is usually done by placing
the hands on a person’s head. This can also be done
over the phone.
To contact Oneness facilitators in your area anywhere
in the world, just go to:
https://www.onenessmovement.org/find_deekprov_ot
her.cfm?country=US. Also, we’ve been asked to include
someone in our newsletter who does Oneness Blessings
over the phone. She lives in Ashland, OR. Her name is
Shazna - shaznaj@earthlink.net,
541-482-2301 home, 541-210-2892 Cell. She is a
certified Oneness Blessing facilitator.

Three Stages of Enlightenment
As promised in the August newsletter, the first of 3
stages of enlightenment or awareness is Love.

The first part of this, is feeling loved, ourselves. Once
we are feeling very loved and the universe feels like a
friendly place, we then can love everyone else, which is
the next part. It’s like when our cup runs over with
love, we then can show others how much we love them.
But first we must receive the love.
The Oneness Blessings are a way to receive the gift of
Love from the Universe. And as we said before, they
are accumulative and also create permanent shifts. We
start living from our hearts more and our minds less.
Everyone begins to feel like our family.

Inspiration in Handwriting

Since handwriting is expressive movement, by changing
how we write, we can change how we express ourselves
and how willing we are to receive input both from
others and from Spirit.
In my years of doing handwriting analysis, I found that
it is easy to spot a very creative person by their
handwriting. I am including a couple samples below.
Sample 1 – Architecture Student

Sample 2: Interior Designer

You might find the usual quirks of personality within
the writings, such as defensiveness or fears as you
might in anyone else’s, for these people aren’t saints
yet. They’re humans like the rest of us but somehow
they have found a way to tap into, to be “in-spired” by,
Spirit.
Unlike the ordinary Jo or Joe, the creative is open to
inspiration and knows how to harmonize body and mind
and spirit in a way that produces beautiful expressions
of art, music, literature, architecture, dance or
speech.
How is this shown in writing? Often creatives have
distinctive ways of writing and good rhythm and flow.
Take note of the two samples – you’ll notice that both,
although different, have a nice flow to them. The
strokes return consistently to the baseline (the
imaginary lines on a page) as well, producing a rhythmic
writing.
That’s a good start – developing a nice rhythm to our
writing and flow – not jerky or overly smooth – just a

nice movement forward. It indicates a person who
allows ideas to flow freely, who embodies a freedom of
expression in all he or she does.
The prime trait of a creative person though is that
he/she creates breaks between the letters – either in
a sort of print-script or just not connecting letters in
the regular cursive writing.
This is the trait of intuition – allowing Spirit to bring
inspiration through. In a sense, it is pausing in one’s
thought patterns to create a gap, wherein inspiration,
Spirit can come through – similar to how we are taught
to meditate by putting thought aside. If our telephone
is always busy, how can God get through?
The creatives allow Spirit through in their daily life
and it is reflected in their handwriting – they allow
inspiration in and it is shown very clearly in their
writing in the breaks. And it is easy for us to practice
– we can just make it a routine to never connect more
than five letters or instead pick up the pen and break
the connection after each vowel. Write rhythmically
and fluidly as well. And then let go and let Spirit
through!
That pretty much covers it for this month. Visit
JoySee’s website at www.TheWriteSite.us . Or email
her at jsterling@sti.net with suggestions, comments
and ideas. She’d love to hear from you as would Davie.
His website is www.luckyastrology.com and his email is
smilingdavie@yahoo.com.
Namaste,
Davie and JoySee
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